corporatewhore.com is currently looking for qualified students to fill two important positions. Due to the rapidly expanding nature of our industry, we are expecting to hire at least one hundred students in the coming months.

Why work at corporatewhore.com? Because we don’t lie to our employees with tales of immediate financial independence and a great work environment. At corporatewhore.com, we understand that work is hell and we do our best to drain your mind and spirit during the best years of your life!
corporatewhore.com is about making money, selling souls, and telling the truth.

---

**Prostitution Engineer**

*Description*
Our talented team of Prostitution Engineers develop efficient and universally applicable means of selling college students’ bodies and mind. They work together to drive away students’ need for intellectual enrichment and personal companionship, then attempt to replace that void with a well-tested desire for material goods and financial security. Current Prostitution Engineers are working on solutions to increasing societal definitions of “middle class”, destroying the myth of over-consumption, and encouraging marketable youths to forego the anachronistic ‘college experience’ all together.

*Requirements*
- Strong technical leadership skills
- Ability to whore in groups
- 3+ years of programming experience in C, Java, and Ho++
- Working towards degree in either CS or Econ
- Ability to associate happiness solely with money
- Minimal concern for others and the environment
- Pride and Irrational Jingoism for employer

**Prostitution Analyst**

*Description*
Our talented team of Prostitution Analysts attempt to deconstruct societal influences and understand what myths drive people into corporate slavery. Prostitution Analysts come in all fields and professions – some are artists, computer scientists, or writers. Current Prostitution Analysts design projects to build public awareness of interesting campaigns and present the “other side” of corporate, environmental, media, and other societal fairy tales.

*Requirements*
- Resistance to regulation and hierarchy
- Skills in web design, writing, visual or graphic art
- 2+ years of humor and irreverence
- Sneaking discomfort or dissatisfaction with the world
- Sub-normal levels of cynicism and apathy